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Manga publishing pioneer TOKYOPOP is back â€¦ bringing readers â€œFinding Nemo,â€• a retelling

of the film in manga style, just in time for the long-awaited sequel, â€œFinding Doryâ€•. Hardcover

collectible with exclusive bonus features, manga illustrations, Pixar sketches and an original cover!

Based on the beloved Disneyâ€¢Pixar classic, this manga follows Marlin, a clown fish, who is highly

overprotective of his son, Nemo. When Nemo gets caught by a diver and ends up in a dentist's fish

tank, Marlin stops at nothing to find him and gets a little help along the way from a blue tang named

Dory.
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What a great retelling of the Disney story Finding Nemo. I loved that they introduced the characters

and explained about them before beginning the story. The illustrations were based on the Disney

movie, not a traditional Manga illustrations, but the book was written in the Manga style (reading

from the back). Children will enjoy this story, and if they never saw the original movie, this will give

them an introduction to the characters before they go and watch the sequel "Finding Dory".Marlin is

an overprotective father with a son named Nemo. Nemo ends up getting captured and put in a fish

tank in a dentist's office. Marlin heads off to find his son and after losing his wife, nothing will stop

him from finding Nemo. He's joined on his journey by Dory, a blue tang fish who has short term

memory problem, along with many other memorable characters along the way. This book teaches



about friendship, loyalty, perseverence, and trust.The illustrations are wonderful but unfortunately,

they are in black and white. They could have been spectacular with colour added to them. The book

is still great with the illustrations in B & W.I received a copy of this book from the publisher via

Netgalley in exchange for an honest review.

'Pixar Manga's Collection: Finding Nemo' by Ryuichi Hoshino is a really nice adaptation of the Pixar

movie.Marlin is an overprotective father with a son named Nemo. Nemo goes off to school, and

ends up getting captured and put in a fish tank in a dentist's office. Marlin will stop at nothing to find

his son, and his journey will teach him a few things while he's at it. He's joined by short termed

memory Dory and meets memorable characters along the way.The manga starts with a description

of the characters as well as the type of fish that they are. The fish descriptions were a really nice

addition to this book. The artwork is very good. The art looks more like the Disney art than a

traditional manga, but you read the book the same way. This would be a fun way to introduce

manga to young readers, and it's a faithful retelling of the story.I received a review copy of this

manga from Diamond Book Distributors, Tokyopop, and NetGalley in exchange for an honest

review. Thank you for allowing me to review this manga.

This is practically a scene by scene exact retelling of the movie of the same name. Some of the

emotional or philosophical "talks" that happen have been skipped over but all the action and plot is

present. Kids who love the movie will enjoy being able to read this on their own. The humour is

present and mostly works. My favourite parts of the movie are the whale talk and the "mine, mine!"

scenes. Dory talking whale-ish just didn't come across the same in the text, even when you are

applying the voice in your head, on the other hand, they played up the "mine,mine!" bit and it

worked very well especially with my mind applying the voice. That turned out to be the best part of

the book for me. Definitely recommended for kids about ten and younger.
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